
 
SCCA Road Rally Board Meeting 

Thursday, July 9, 2020 
 

The RRB met via conference call.  Chairman Jim Crittenden call the meeting to order at 7:30 pm CDT 
 
Attendees:  Jim Crittenden, Mike Bennett, Wendy Harrison, Clyde Heckler, Peter Schneider, Mike 
Thompson (NEC), Jim Wakemen (NEC), Larry Scholnick (SoPac DRRS), John Poulos (SW DRRS), Brian 
Harmer (National Office), Jeanne English, secretary; not present:  Chris Albin (BOD Liaison), Jeff 
Zurschmeide (BOD Liaison) 
 

• Approval of June minutes – stand as published 
 

• Road Rally Media 
a. Planning calendar - last published 6/12/2020.  Thank you Jeanne.  New 

one soon 
b. RReNewsletter – Text “roadrally” to 22828 to subscribe.  Thank you Cheryl. 

 
• SCCA Staff Report – Brian Harmer – nothing to report, we are starting to get back to having 

some events.  Speedwaiver – is being used for National Solo, Racing Events, getting rave 
reviews; Brian highly recommends it.  Peter asked if the Weekend Membership form can be 
turned into a PDF-fillable form.  Peter said that the WDC region has a COVID-19 waiver; 
Brian said it is not required for SCCA events. 

• NEC report –Jim Wakemen, Sr., Mike Thompson – Jim W said it was time to start working 
on next year’s events, he sent out a tentative schedule; more rallies are being postponed or 
cancelled, Jeanne is trying to keep her calendar updated. 

• Old Business 
a.  Wendy – training videos, request for funding – nothing new this month, but pretty 

much ready to go, will follow up on funding 
b.  Peter - update on task list. – sent out a new list, take a look at it; Jim C said a number 

of items have to do with regions that have requested rally info, should this be a 
separate category, Peter would rather see them closed out on his list.  

c.   COVID-19 – Clyde said that under rally and solo guidelines, events must follow state 
and municipal guidelines.  Jim C asked about the upcoming Steel Haul, do we tell them 
they have to cancel?  He said that we can’t tell one committee to cancel but not others, 
so we should do nothing.  Jim W said it creates competitive inequity.  Clyde asked if 
organizers should be required to advise contestants of state guidelines, not doing so 
would effectively be ignoring the guidelines.  Jim C said the RRB should not place itself in 
the position of telling a committee what to do.  He will send another community email 
emphasizing that committees must follow state and local restrictions 
  

• New Business  
a.  Rule change proposals Jim C said that we discuss them and decide which ones 

should be published for community input; if not a rule change, no need to send out, 
or if no chance it will be approved by RRB, don’t send out 
Summary of decisions: 
1 send it out 
2 send it out 
3 send it out 
4 send it out 
5 do not send – not a rules change, but a formatting issue, will send to NEC, RRB 
not favorably inclined at this time 
6 do not send – accept as stated: JC/P – pass unanimously, reference proposal 8 
Send this type of update separately 
7 do not send – pending modification - …may be submitted on rallies using GPS 
timing apps.  P/JC –pass unanimously, proposal 8 



 
8 send it out 
9 send it out 
10 do not send, not rule change, RRB internal discussion future meeting 
11 do not send, RRB internal discussion, future meeting 
12 send it out 
13 send it out 
14 do not send – same as 10 and 11, Peter – need to update mission statement 
15 do not send - 
16 update RRB mission statement  201824 
For the list of proposals sent out for comments, see below 

b.  RFOs approval, work done by Jim Heine, Mike T was asked to consolidate the emails 
from Jim H into one document and send to all (task 202034 on Peter’s list) 

c.  Trek changes – Clyde - postpone to next meeting. Peter will send out to all the article 
he wrote for Cheryl.  Potential changes to rules & documents page on SCCA 
webpage (Task 202018 & 202033) 

d.  Peter – task 202032, postpone (suggestion from Cheryl about Subject Matter Experts) 
 

Meeting adjourned at 9:30 pm CDT 
Next meeting via conference call August 13, 2020 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jeanne English, secretary 
 
 

2021 SCCA RoadRally Rule Change Proposals 
The following proposals have been submitted by members of the road rally community as rule changes for SCCA 
RoadRallies starting next year.  The SCCA Road Rally Board (RRB) will vote on each one of these proposals later 
this year and we would like to hear your opinion on each of them before we do so.  If you would be willing to share 
your thoughts about some or all of the proposals, please send an email to rrb@scca.com prior to August 30th.   
When commenting on a particular proposal, please refer to it by the number assigned to it. 
Do not infer that any of these proposals have been endorsed or accepted by the RRB.  They are being 
presented to you as they were submitted so that we will have the benefit of input from the rally community in making 
our decision. 
1.  Proposal:  Add to the RRRs:  Running in airplane mode on events scored via Richta or other apps is prohibited.  

All competitors shall be required to have scoring done via live communication with the master scoring 
system(s). 

Reasoning:  none provided                   Proposed by:  Stu Helfer 
2.  Proposal:  Establish a separate Worker Recognition Award (such as exists in all other SCCA competitive series) 

and eliminate Worker Points from the competitive aspect of RoadRally.  Rallymasters, Chairmen, and pre-
checkers would no longer receive worker points in the National Championship Series. 

Reasoning:  The avowed premise for initiating worker points early in the 2000s was to give incentive to rallyists to put 
on rallies that would not otherwise be organized because that committee would be giving points opportunities to 
others that they would not have.  History will show that the premise was flawed and that worker points only give 
an advantage to those able to participate in the organization of a National or Divisional rally. 

Proposed by:  Bruce Gezon 
3.  Proposal:  Add the text in red to Article 25D3:  A sign used to identify a landmark may or may not be attached to 

the landmark, but the identification will be obvious.  (For example, instructions referencing Bull, Truck, or 
Windmill would not be identified by a sign for Bull Frog, Truck Entrance, or Windmill Ranch.) 

Reasoning:  Eliminate the ambiguity that arises in the use of signs containing proper nouns for landmark 
identification.  By definition “A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place, group, or thing.” (per the 
Holt English Language Series published by Henry Holt and Company)  Some examples are Bull Frog, Truck 
Entrance, and Windmill Ranch.  It is ambiguous to expect a landmark to be identified by a limiting portion of a 
proper noun such as Bull, Truck, and Windmill in these examples.  A bull is not a frog.  A truck is not an 
entrance.  A windmill is not a ranch.  The landmarks are, respectively, a frog, an entrance, and a ranch.  Those 
are the only non-ambiguous references that can be made by the signs “BULL FROG”, “TRUCK ENTRANCE”, 
and “WINDMILL RANCH”.  

Proposed by:  Bruce Gezon 
4.  Proposal:  Add the text in red to Article 25A2b:   Each NRI to be initiated prior to consideration of the next 

listed NRI and completed in full prior to consideration of the next listed NRI, except in the specified cases of 



 
overlap as noted in Section A6a of this Article or if a sanction exception is granted to cancel a numbered 
instruction at a control. 

Reasoning:  Eliminate the unknown possibility of numbered instructions being cancelled on control slips.  There is a 
big difference in the way one runs a rally if the contestant knows that all numbered instructions will be 
executed and completed or not.  I am not aware of any rule in the Rule Book or RFOs that specifies the need 
to inform the contestant of the sanctity of a numbered instruction.  By requiring a sanction exception and 
notation of same in the event’s GIs that problem goes away. 

Proposed by:  Bruce Gezon 
5.  Remove the rules for NCR rallies from the RRRs to a designated supplemental portion of the RRRs.  Move the 

following portions to its designated supplement:  Supplement 1 – General:  Articles 1 through 8,  Supplement 
2 – Course Rallies:   Articles 24 through 25.   Article 22 – Remove  “(NTR Only)”. 

Reasoning:  It had been previously proposed to the RRB that the rules for Course rallies be relocated so that 
consistency can be maintained for those rallymasters that choose to use all of them.  That done, the less 
complicated principal road concept (need to remove the NTR only) can then be the mainstay of all rallies 
unless otherwise required by an event’s general instructions.  Some recent course rallies have gained a 
sanction exception to use principal road with success.  I hope that the RRB and NEC revisit this idea as it 
likely will be a great help toward saving the national program by introducing less complex rallies.  This will 
also result in a reduction of those rules that a rallyist new to SCCA and running only touring or GTA rallies 
needs to consider.  The present format of the Rule Book requires a reading of the whole document in order 
to properly prepare oneself for running any SCCA National Rally.  In addition also move all general rules to 
their own supplement as these are not required reading for the same newcomers. 

Proposed by:  Bruce Gezon 
6.		Proposal:		Change	the	Glossary	definition	of	Control	to:		The	timing	line	of	an	open	or	passage	control	as	

identified	by	a	checkpoint	sign,	or	a	GPS	control	as	defined	in	Article	18	H,	or	an	observation	control	as	
identified	by	an	OBS	sign,	or	a	DIYC	instructed	by	an	NRI.	

	
Reasoning:  Updated to reflect the use of GPS controls. Definition is now compatible with Article 16 G. 
Proposed	by:		National	Events	Committee	

7.  Proposal:  Add the following to Article 21B1:  TA requests may be submitted by electronic means on rallies 
utilizing GPS timing apparatuses. In addition to the TAs listed above, TAs of 10 seconds and 20 seconds 
may be submitted.  

Reasoning: The RRRs now require that TAs be submitted at the first timing control in writing. On GPS timing rallies 
the TAs are best submitted electronically and do not require them to be in writing. 

Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
8.  Proposal:  Modify Article 16 to describe GPS controls as follows: 

A) Basic Types of Controls 
The basic types of timing controls (checkpoints) are the Open control, the Passage control, the Do-It-Yourself 
control (DIYC), and the GPS control. The location of timing controls may or may not be known to contestants in 
advance of their reaching them. All other types of timing controls may be used only when specifically requested 
and sanctioned.  

H) GPS Controls 

A	rally	may	use	GPS	controls	utilizing	a	smartphone	app,	a	tablet	app,	or	other	GPS	device	that	uses	GPS	
signals	to	determine	the	arrival	time	at	each	of	these	controls.	Arrival	time	will	be	the	time	received	from	a	
GPS	signal.	GPS	controls	may	be	located	on	either	side	of	the	road,	may	or	may	not	be	identified	by	the	SCCA	
black	on	orange	checkpoint	sign,	and	may	or	may	not	be	identified	to	contestants	in	the	Route	Instructions.		If	
they	are	not	identified,	contestants	will	be	told	when	they	are	in	a	Timing	Section	and	could	therefore	
encounter	a	GPS	control	at	any	time.		There	may	be	more	than	one	GPS	control	between	restart	points.		The	
rally’s	General	Instructions	must	specify	if	the	timing	of	each	GPS	control	is	from	the	previous	restart	point	or	
from	the	previous	control.			A	contestant	mistake	(failure	to	enter	a	Pause,	calculation	error,	etc.)	may	affect	
the	contestant’s	score	at	more	than	one	GPS	control,	if	their	error	is	not	realized	and	corrected.	No	GPS	
control	shall	be	positioned	in	or	so	soon	after	a	congested	area,	a	heavily	traveled	road,	a	lengthy	no-passing	
zone,	or	any	other	condition	likely	to	delay	rally	vehicles	so	as	to	deny	contestants	adequate	opportunity	to	
recover	all	time	lost	as	a	result	of	such	conditions.			If	a	control	immediately	follows	a	traffic	control	device,	



 
such	as	a	traffic	light,	blinker,	stop	sign,	or	yield	sign,	a	pause	will	be	given	or	the	average	speeds	will	be	set	so	
that	the	contestant	shall	not	be	required	to	exceed	the	legal	speed	limit	following	a	typical	delay	at	that	traffic	
control	device	in	order	to	recover	any	time	lost	prior	to	that	control.		

 Replace the first sentence of Article 16I with:  All SCCA Road Rallies shall use Universal Co-ordinated Time as 
official time. These time signals broadcast by GPS satellites and by Station WWV, operated by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology and Station CHU, operated by the Dominion Observatory in Canada. 

 Add to Article 16J:  3)  GPS controls shall use the time received from a GPS signal. 
 Change Article 18A to:  The General Instructions of the event shall define the basic timing unit (e.g. 1/100 of a 

minute, 1 second, 1/10 of a second, etc).  The same basic unit shall be used throughout the rally. 
 Change Article 18B to:  Scoring shall be according to the basic timing unit.  The penalty for arriving early or late 

at a control shall be determined by the Rally Committee and identified in the General Instructions of the event. 
Reasoning:  These changes update the RRRs for the new GPS checkpoint technology. 
Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
9.		Proposal:		Add	the	following	to	Article	18F:			

3)		GPS	Control	Discards	
a)	Multiple	GPS	Controls,	sequential	or	not,	may	be	discarded	using	either	Article	18	F	1a	or	F	1b	above	if	
the	scores	on	those	GPS	controls	are	affected	by	an	error(s)	of	the	Rally	Committee.	
b)	Both	the	Rally	Chair	and	the	Claims	Committee	may	also	adjudicate	a	claim	in	the	manners	listed	in	
Chapter	22	of	the	RFOs.	These	manners	include,	but	not	limited	to,	the	proper	correction	of	Official	Leg	
Times	to	avoid	having	to	discard	a	control.	
c)	For	both	a)	and	b)	above:	If	an	error	by	the	Rally	Committee	causes	an	incorrect	score(s)	on	a	control(s)	
following	the	corrected	control	equitable	adjustments	must	be	made.	The	Rally	Chair	or	the	Claims	
Committee	must	attempt	to	find	the	equitable	solution.	These	equitable	solutions	may	include	the	discard	
of	the	control(s)	or	the	manners	listed	in	Chapter	22	of	the	RFOs	for	the	control(s).	

Reasoning:		A	rallymaster	error	on	a	GPS	Checkpoint	(incorrect	leg	time,	incorrect	location,	etc.)		may	cause	a	
contestant	to	make	an	adjustment	that	in	turn	creates	a	penalty	for	the	contestant	on	one	or	more	
subsequent	controls.	

Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
10.   Add to the description of the Robert V. Ridges Award the requirement that a person must have at least 20 years 

of service to SCCA RoadRallies in order to be eligible for the award. 
Submitted by:  Peter Schneider 

 
 

The following are not rule changes per se, just changes to wording in RRRs to reflect current practice 
11:		Proposal:		Change	the	definition	of	‘Best	New	National	Rally’	in	on	page	89	to:		In	order	to	encourage	new	

National	rallies	this	award	is	presented	in	recognition	of	the	best	new	National	rally	on	the	National	
calendar,	in	any	of	the	three	categories	(Tour,	Course	or	GTA).	A	new	National	rally	is	defined	as	a	
RoadRally	which	fits	into	one	of	the	four	definitions	as	determined	by	the	NEC	during	the	event	sanction	
process	1)	utilizing	a	new	concept	or	technology	2)	presented	by	a	Region	that	has	never	organized	a	
National	rally	3)	presented	by	a	Region	that	has	not	organized	a	National	rally	in	the	last	twenty	(20)	years	
4)	presented	by	a	new	National	rally	committee	in	which	no	senior	members	(i.e.	Chair	or	Rallymaster)	
have	organized	an	National	rally	in	the	past.		In	the	event	that	there	is	more	than	one	new	National	rally	
presented	within	the	year,	final	section	for	this	award	will	be	determined	by	the	NEC.	

Reasoning:		none	provided	

Proposed	by:		National	Events	Committee	

12.  Proposal:  Delete Article 1C3 – Rules Committee 
Reasoning:  The responsibilities of the Rules Committee have been assumed by the National Events Committee. 
Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
13.  Proposal:  Delete Article 1C5 – Regional Development Committee 
Reasoning:  The RRB has assumed the responsibilities of Regional Development. 



 
Proposed by:  Jim Crittenden 
14.  Proposal:  Change Article 1A from:  “The RRB shall monitor the execution of approved rules and standards for 

all SCCA sanctioned rallies, but particularly National Touring Rally (NTR),  Divisional  Touring Rally (DTR), 
National Course Rally (NCR), Divisional Course Rally (DCR), National GTA Rally (NGR), and Divisional GTA 
Rally (DGR) events.” to  “The RRB shall monitor the execution of approved rules and standards for all SCCA 
sanctioned rallies. This includes Regional rallies (including Treks), Divisional rallies, National rallies, and 
special events that may fall under the purview of the RRB. Except as noted, these RRRs do not apply to 
Treks. Trek Rules are included on the RoadRally Rules & Documents page of www.scca.com.” 

Reasoning: The focus of the RRB should be much broader than that of the National Program. That is why the NEC 
was created. 

Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
15.  Proposal:  Change the first sentence of Article 1C4 to: A RoadRally National Events Committee (NEC) shall be 

appointed by the RRB for the purpose of promoting, coordinating, and administering the SCCA National 
RoadRally Championship program, to serve as the liaison to the National level events, and to advise the 
RRB on proposed changes to the RRRs and the RFOs. 

Proposed by:  National Events Committee 
 
 
June/July RRB Task List Updates for the July RRB Meeting Minutes – Not addressed above 
 
Communication Strategy - Road Rally Best Practices (Task 201718) - June 2020 - Since this task as been inactive 
since 2017, this task was transferred to P. Schneider to prepare a draft Strategy for review at the July RRB Meeting. 
Draft Strategy document was forwarded to the RRB for review on July 9, 2020. Review of the document was tabled 
to August due to time constraints during the July Meeting 
 
DRRSs Larry Scholnick is not instructors but should be since he is a DRRS (Task 201736) - July 8th Larry Scholnick 
application was submitted to Jim C. for signature, Jim C. signed the document on July 9th and forwarded to the 
National Office for processing.  This item can be closed. 
 
Updated definition for Best New Regional Program (Task 201927) - July 2020 - Peter Schneider submitted a 
definition for this award, in order to establish guidelines for future selections. 
 
NEC/RRB update RRRs to include GPS controls (Task 202001) - July 2020 - New definition was reviewed and 
approved by the NEC and submitted by the NEC for possible inclusion in the 2021 RRR. See Task Items 
202027,202028, 202029 and 202030). This item can be closed 
 
P. Schneider suggested that the RRB split any expenses reimbursement that we may recevie from the National 
Office/BOD with the NEC Committee to encourage the NEC members to attend the National Convention in 2021 
(Task 202011) - June 2020 - Proposal was approved during the June RRB Meeting. Clyde H. will inform the NEC 
during the June NEC Meeting. This Item can be closed. 
 
2021 RRR Change Proposal - Updated RRR to account for Treks. (202018) - See RRR Proposal Document, the 
RRB agreed that this was not a Rules Change and it can be addressed internally, and not part of the annual RRR 
process 
 
It was suggested by Cheryl Babbe that the RRB establish a list of Subject Matter Experts (SME) that can assist 
Regions in developing new RoadRally Programs. (Task 202032) - Tabled to the August RRB Meeting 
 
Annual review of Trek Rules (Task 202033) - Clyde Hecker is reviewing make changes to the RRR (Task 202018) 
and is working with Peter Schneider and Mike Bennett on possible changes to the Trek Rules 
 
Revised/Updated RFOs (Task 202034) - Suggested Changes have been distributed to the RRB for review and 
approval 
 
Modify the Weekend Membership Form so it is a 'PDF Fillable Form' (Task 202035) - July 9, 2020 - Jim Wakemen 
requested the the Weekend Membership Form be updated so it is fillable PDF Form. Brian H. agreed to look into it 
 
Communicable Disease (Covid-19) Waiver (Task 202036) - July 9, 2020 - Per Peter Schneider, WDC Region is 
requiring participates to sign a Conid-19 Waiver.  This this a new National SCCA requirement? Brain H. will look into 
this question 
 



 
Since the RRB has assumed the responsibility of the Regional Development Committee, Article 1C5 can be deleted 
(Task 202037) - See RRR Proposal Document. It was determined that this item should be sent out for review by the 
rally community 
 
Update Article 1A to clarify the role of the RRB (Task 202038) - See RRR Proposal Document, the RRB agreed that 
this was not a Rules Change and it can be addressed internally, and not part of the annual RRR process 
 


